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“That’s the most crowded wave I’ve ever seen!”
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“Shit, I probably have midterms tomorrow too.”

My First Ed BoxIt’s that time of year again! No, not Arbor
Day, but the reigning in of a new editor of
THE KOALA. Exit polls showed the old
editor was just too hot and most our readers
spent their time staring at him rather than
the hard-hitting newprint held between their
hands. The editorial staff board here at THE
KOALA decided someone less attractive
needed to become Editor. Suprisingly my
name came up ﬁrst at the emergency midnight KOALA Caucus and was ﬁnalized by
the voting body after tense negotiations. Not
since the Boba craze of ‘97 has UCSD seen
something so smooth...
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Fan Art (And Other Fan Crap)
A copy of George Bush’s
Debate Notes-And the
fucker still won! Thanks
Pam!

Throughtout my illustrious career at UCSD as a politico and sex idol to dozens, I’ve
been constantly mobbed by people to offer them my own brand of guidance in their
own menial lives. This new column will offer insight into the mental mastermind that
is, was, and will forever be Steven Westerﬁeld York, and bring you, the reader, along
for the philosophical juggernaut of a ride that is my thought. I tend to ponder a lot, and
sometimes even ponder my pondering. This successive cataclysm of pondering can only
lead to one thing...a new column as I PONDER THE WORLD...
So what’s the deal with the new Japanese eatery in Price Center, SHOGUN? For a
school that has literally 673,598 Asians (I counted), a damn MEXICAN guy makes the
sushi! Whats up with that? If I was As...err, Paciﬁc Islander (which I am), I would seriously hate this school...
Everyone knows the Price Center Midget; yes you may have stepped on her at one time
or another, or watched in awe as she emerged covered in chocolatey syrup after unclogging the Frosty machine at the Price Center Wendy’s. A lesser known fact is that she
is a valued UCSD staff member and not just a paid actor catching reactions for some
“Candid Camera” type show...and has now quit her job. The administrative ofﬁce she
worked for on the third ﬂoor of UCSD’s coveted Price Center is the Student Ofﬁce of
Leadership Opportunites; but when so long a name is christened to an establishment,
its destined to be abbreviated. Yes, the Price Center Midget in her inﬁnite wisdom got
a job at an ofﬁce literally called “So, Low,” I can’t imagine she did this intentionally
for laughs as she’s such a blistering cunt, but c’mon! I can just imagine half the people
entering the ofﬁce and asking, “Are you So, Low?” realize the joke and giggle as she
sinks more into job-induced depression.
Why do people ask about the location of “ATM Machines?” Thats like a double negative; it would translate to “Automated Teller Machine, MACHINE.” Maybe this whole
time its been another ATM; the patented “Ass to Mouth,” a pasttime being embraced
by America’s youth. The act of anal intercourse followed by immediate oral sex has
been directly responsible for the re-emergence of cholera in the greater Atlanta area.
Yet the only “ATM Machine” I can think of is Rocco Siffredi, famed large penised star
of many pornographic ﬁlms, the ﬁnest imported German multi-media star since PunchOut’s Level three opponent, Von Kaiser. So keep asking me where your precious “ATM
Machine” is...I’ll point you in Rocco’s direction...
Until next time, enjoy the issue!

OUR
APOLOGIES...
In the Fall 2004 Issue (September 30th) we jokingly sug-

gested that God faces the challenge of “resisting the urge
to send a tidal wave over an Indonesian Village for the
third time this week” in one of our World Famous Koala
Lists.
This once again proves THE KOALA has the power to
channel God’s wrath on the third world. Simply put, fuck
with us and Laos is next.
-THE KOALA

Asteriod Collision (65 Million Years Ago):
Steven Westerfield York
Indonesian Tsunamis:
Emily, Marcus, Skillz, Dirty
Kraka-fucking-toas:
Milk, Davey, Judy, Paula K, Jon, Sowers, Nicholle,
Bear Paw, Blake
Plagues of Locusts:
Eugene, Nam, Rexi, Sara
Pompeiis:
George Liddle III, E-Dogg, Rodey, Marissa, Brian
Barton, Matti, T-Bone

“The publication may have been
funded in part of in whole by funds
allocated by the ASUCSD. However, the
views expressed in this publication are solely
those of THE KOALA, its principal members and
the authors of the content of this publication. While
the publisher of this publication is a registered student
organization at UC San Diego, the content, opinions, statements and views expressed in this or any other publication published and/or distributed by THE KOALA are not endorsed by and
do not represent the views, opinions, policies, or positions of
the ASUCSD, GSAUCSD, UC San Diego, the University of
California and the Regents or their offices, employees, or agents. The principal members of each
Student Media bear and assumed the full responsibility and liability for the content
of their publication.”

An Inch of Rain in Southern California:
Brad Kohlenberg
THE KOALA, VOLUME 68, ISSUE I, JANUARY 2005
MAILBOX C-17, UCSD
LA JOLLA, CA 92093
WWW.THEKOALA.ORG
A Monkey Could Write for THE KOALA,” she said. “You’re damn fuckin right,” I replied. The last
monkey we had couldn’t write worth crap. We got him from the circus so I thought he would at
least have a few stories about drunken bearded women or something. Anyway, right before we
booted him out, he came in and told us he and some of his buddies had got drunk together and
came up with “a comedic tragedy.” Assuming I was about to read about a hilarious fatal stabbing
of some sort, I grabbed the papers from his hairy little hand. After I read the first two lines (Two
households, both alike in dignity / In fair Verona, where we lay our scene), I ripped it up and sent
his ass packing back to the circus.Okay, you got me. This entire article was a ruse. The point was
to prove that a monkey could write for THE KOALA and now I have, because I, in fact, am a monkey,
half monkey actually, but all monkey in heart. The point is, a monkey actually wrote the article you
are reading now. The End. Of The Koala.”
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“That was a wrong answer.”
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World Famous Koala Lists

Top Five Ways to Make UCSD
More Like a Prison
1. Fire half the RSOs
2. Conjugal visits from State
3. Admit Martha Stewart to UCSD’s own Home Decorating major
4. Improve the quality of the dining
hall food
5. Invite some black folk
Top Five Greatest Moments in
United States History
1. When the United States told
England to fuck off
2. When the United States told the
Indians to fuck off
3. When the United States told the
Confederates to fuck off
4. When the United States told the
Nazis to fuck off
5. When terroriststs told the United
States to fuck off
Top Five Species so Endangered
You Don’t Know About Them
1. The South Dakota Low-ﬂying
Highway Pigeon
2. The Rocky Mountain TeﬂonFooted Mountain Goat
3. The North Atlantic Finless
Whale
4. The South Carolina Day-Glo
Deer
5. The Iraqi Red, White and Blue
Haired Flammable Camel

Top Five Reasons Soldiers Get
Killed in Iraq
1. Returning home alive to beg for
scrap on La Jolla Village Drive is a
fate worse than death
2. It’s an escape from their wife,
kids and the sergeant who just
watches them a little too long
while they shower
3. Allah really supports the Iraqis
4. Man-eating camels
5. New Iraqi “Blood for Oil” program is still working out its kinks

Top Five Conversation Starters in
the Belly of a Giant Whale
1. “Did you know that your whole
body will only create four ounces
of liqueﬁed feces by the time this
ol’ boy ﬁnishes with ya?
2. “I should NEVER have ﬂushed
him down the toilet.”
3. “Are you getting a signal?”
4. “In space no one can hear you
scream…But we’re in the belly of
a whale so SHUT THE FUCK
UP!”
5. “I’ve always wanted to be ambergris!”
6. “Here’s the plan…Can you ﬂoat?”
7. “It’s times like this I wish I was
a harpoon…”
Top Five Video Games for Cripples
1. Duck Hunt II: Misﬁres
2. Stephen Hawking’s Underground III
3. Roll Roll Revolution
4. Sonic the Voice-Activated
Wheelchair
5. Hell, anything with a joy-stick
that reaches their chin

PHUKET
L O B S T E R

C O.

Due to unforseen events,
the food supply for our
hand-fed lobsters has increased dramatically...
this season our stock
will be plumper and
juicier than ever!

Our Patent Pending
Swedish, Thai and
German Feeding
Techniques mean our Lobsters will be

BIGGER THAN EVER!

Order now to insure a Phuket Lobster will be on your
dinner table. Emergency Air-Lifted to your door!

1-800-BTM-FEEDR

Top Five Ways Jet Li Escaped the
Tsunami
1. Stunt double took the fall
2. He fucked up ten dudes using
only a bean bag and entered the
TSUNAMI ABORT CODE with a
second to spare
3. He found sitting on his millions
was enough to keep him dry
4. He made a raft out of unsold
Lethal Weapon IV videos
5. Sadly, he didn’t.

Top Five Things that REALLY
Caused the Tsunami
1. Triton Tide bitch!
2. George Bush’s latest weapon to
ﬁght TERROR.
3. Everyone in China jumping at
once
4. God was tired of being controled
by the tide charts
5. The monumentous transfer of
power between editors of THE
KOALA
Top Five Ways to look at the
Bright Side of the Tsunami
1. New beach front property
2. Fresh ﬁsh at your door
3. Two fewer countries for George
Bush to invade
4. Fewer off-shore jobs
5. It didn’t hit here. And never
could.
Top Five Reasons the Price Center
Midget Quit Her Job
1. She felt she could never reach
her full potential
2. The job was belittling
3. It was too tough to climb up the
corporate ladder
4. She didn’t want to sell herself
short
5. She couldn’t take the rise to
fame from THE KOALA ridiculing
her out of her job last issue
Top Five New Jobs For the Price
Center Midget
1. Table leg
2. Short-order cook
3. Little Debbie Saleswoman
4. Totem pole section
5. Ewok stunt double in “direct to
video” Star Wars knock-off
Top TEN Things I Miss About Being A Kid
1. Whacking off without a mess
2. Showers with my dad
3. Being tried as a juvenile
4. It was okay to kill people
5. Wetting the bed
6. Being able to grope girls and
they laugh
7. Being able to entirely ﬁt in the
vagina
8. The Ice Cream Man and the way
he touched me
9. Breastfeeding
10. The element of surprise

Top Five Reasons Not to Live with
a Jewish Drug Dealing Roommate
1. He always takes your Bible for
rolling papers but never lets you
use his Torah
2. Tries to pawn off foreskins for
shrooms
3. Bitches when you leave the light
in the bathroom on but runs an entire hydroponics setup in the extra
bedroom
4. No matter how hard you pester
him, he just won’t sell you that
dime bag on Saturday
5. When you try to haggle with him
on a price he always goes to the
“Well, have YOUR people been
oppressed for 4,000 years?” line.
6. The best coke is cut with bacon
7. When you ask him if he wants to
“Get Baked” he always thinks its
some concentration camp insult
Top Five Things to Learn from
Beatdowns
1. Avoid beatdowns
2. My brain can be smashed repeatedly for two mnuites bfreoe permnat dmaage sets ni
3. Fat girls can ﬁght
4. Just because they’re carrying
bats doesn’t mean they can take a
joke about having no balls
5. Those Preuss School kids don’t
fuck around
Top Five Occupations for Soldiers
Returning Home from Iraq
1. Wheelchair crash-test dummy
2. Extra for Bernie in highly anticipated “Weekend at Bernie’s”
prequel
3. Annoying opinionated news correspondant
4. Spokesperson for “Crazy Dave’s
House of Prosthetics”
5. The Shame of La Jolla in 2015
Top Five Lesser Known Treasures
Found in Ancient Egypt
1. The original 7-11 from 4,000
years ago serving Baklava Slurpee
2. Two page pamphlet on “How
We Made the Pyramids and Why”
3. 5,000 page instruction manual
on how to get the Jews to do something for free
4. The ﬁrst zero on an exam
5. A hieroglyph of the ﬁrst camel
toe

Top Five Least Intimidating Fighting Words
1. “My ﬁsts are the marshmallows
and your face is the S’mores!”
2. “This is how we do it in the OC,
bitch!”
3. “You picked on the wrong anemic, hundred pound weakling with
asthma and glasses today, bub!”
4. “You’re going to do some serious jail time for how bad you fuck
me up!”
5. “Stay out of this man! This is
between me and your kid sister.”

THE KOALA Takes A Look
at the New York Times’
Children’s Books Bottom
Sellers:
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“Always Answer with a Question...Or Should You?”
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DON’T YOU WISH YOU COULD JUST HAVE HOT
SEX WITH THOSE CUTE DORM JANITORS?
So, there are these cute Latino dorm janitors who always walk in
on me in the bathroom. I’m just chilling in there; changing my
clothes, adjusting my panties, touching myself. You know, the basics. Then some hot-tay of a janitor always busts open the door
and enters the bathroom. I personally don’t care much but they’re
always like, “Dios Mio,” or “My God,” or whatever.
Anyway, I started thinking about janitors sexually, on account of
the funny places I meet them. Simply put, I think it would be HOT
to have a BIG janitor DICK- I mean, lover. There are so many good
things about hot janitor sex! Think about it:
-You never have to clean up after sex.
- Janitors tend to be large BONED.
-Broomsticks and mop handles make great dildos.
-For revenge after a “lover’s spat,” you can take a dump in
the shower that he has to clean up.
-Janitors have the keys to top-secret rooms so I could have
sex all over my gay RA’s friggin’ fudge-packing sheets.
-The more pussy the job, the bigger the cock! (A well
known saying that basically means if a guy gets a job
where all he does is clean up hairballs and crap he has
GOT to be hung like an elephant.)
-The thrills are just too numerous to count…
As you can now see, cute JANITORS are not only an underappreciated source of a clean bathroom, but also great sex.And so, next
time you walk BY a janitor (or he barges into the bathroom while
you’re defecating), don’t just let him start mopping---go straight
to the boffing.
EXTRA FUN!
If you rearrange the all-caps words in this article, you’ll see that
I’ve cleverly hidden the following sentence:
I GOT BONED BY A HOT BIG JANITOR’S DICK!
Which is exactly what can happen to you as soon as you pull
Janitor Jose into a shower stall.

PEANUTS HOLIDAY SPECIALS
If there was one thing peanuts creator Charles Schultz loved besides
drawing the same re-hashed comics for ﬁfty years, it was making money. Towards the end of his life he proposed and produced a number of
specials which certainly weren’t on the level of “The Great Pumpkin” or “A Charlie Brown Christmas.” In an effort to branch out
to new audiences and a more “urban” crowd, these Holiday
Specials were a little...eccentric.The crack investigative
team at THE KOALA snuck into the CBS Archives in
Burbank, California to expose these rejected specials
on an ancient format known as VHS cassettes and
deciphered them for you, our reader. Enjoy.
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“Shut Your Butt.”
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PARTY REVIEWS

The Mangione Beneﬁt Gala
The Tux and Tennis Shoes Gala featuring Chuck Mangione sucked on multiple counts:
1. Chuck sucks. He’s too old, has no stamina, and plays the keyboard instead of the
trumpet too much. He’s just getting by on his band, and I don’t respect that. I know
he can play better, I saw him do it three years ago. My dad has an LP of his. And what
the fuck was that “Amazing Grace”? I’ve heard better elevator music. And he only
played for like an hour and ﬁfteen minutes. Then he had the shriveled, old balls to sign
autographs after his shit-ﬂinging performance. Would somebody put this fucker out to
pasture? With force? (Minus 3 stars)
2. I was sober, had to work, and drive, but mostly I’m just slick like that. (Minus 1 star)
3. Nobody else was that drunk. Sure, everyone was tipsy and some ho lost a ring, but
come on! You’re rich and you exist solely to entertain me as an employee. Fall on your
ass and have some more wine. At best, one of my bosses was buzzed. Last’s year’s gala
was cool because the chairwoman of the Shakespeare Festival where I work was drunk
off her ass and lost her car keys. That made up for Shawn Colvin. No such redemption
for Chuck. (Minus 2 stars)
4. I was working. For $7 an hour. Fucking non-proﬁt Shakespeare Festival. (Minus 7
stars an hour)
5. I had to come late from the ofﬁce, so I missed getting to see all of the trophy wives.
(Minus 1 star)
If Chuck wants to redeem himself, he can break even (0 stars) by taking that keyboard,
shoving it up his ass, and returning to playing the trumpet. Fucker.

All Cal Telluride, Colorado Dec.11-18
One would think a 22 hour bus ride from San Diego to Telluride, CO would suck, but
it rocked. It was a 22 hour party which included endless booze, rockstars, and hooking
up. A stop in Las Vegas ﬁlled my pocket with an extra $50 to spend on ill-legal substances. The rest of the week consisted of snowboarding all day and partying all night, a
fabulous combination. The pub crawl wednesday night turned bloody when one of our
friends got stabbed. He lived and now has crazy scars to show everyone. Overall, an
awesome trip with awesome people.

23.5 Super Stars!!

Owww!
Bear Paw’s X-Mas Romp Through Golden Hills
Showed up around 10:30pm with Cub, Tech Vest, Corey Corrupt and Heather. Corey
Corrupt had been drinking since 6:30 so we had some entertainment. Rolled up, pressed
some palms and passed out some brownies. Ate a mega brownie that started to kick in
before I ﬁnished it. Found a handle of JD ... Cub, Heather and I drained that son-of-abitch in under an hour. Spent some time talking to the nicely dressed people ... found a
hot bitch in a black dress and costume jewelry. I thought she was drunk enough to convince her to go for a romp in her friend’s bed because she was rocking back and forth ...
shortly ﬁgured out it was me. Ended up in the gutter next to the car around 1am ...

Rexi’s Awesome-alisimo New Years
Me and my girl went to the Prado for New Years Eve. Upon arrival we were immediately hit on by some boys who ended up being in the DJ’s crew. Were hooked up with
drinks all night and pulled on stage for the New Year’s kiss. Left around 2:30 AM and
headed with our new found friends to a VIP party at the Bristol Hotel, where they had
the entire 8th ﬂoor decked out with turn tables, plenty of booze, and a plethora of
drugs. Popped a few pills of E, enjoyed the jams, and got to know my guy. Was feeling
a little hot and so stepped outside for some air and ended up walking around the block
watching the sun come up with some random dude I met in the elevator. Returned to the
rooms to ﬁnd that my crew was heading to a house party of another DJ in Little Italy.
Arrived around 7 AM and once again, good music, booze, and drugs were plentiful.
Switched from E to lines, and enjoyed the morning there. Around noon we migrated
once more to the DJ’s own house, where we relaxed in his Jacuzzi till the sun went
down with drinks and jollyrancher lollypops.

Mid-January Rager on the Fourth Floor of Tenaya

After hearing this dude has been taking down Koala Personals Bags (Ed note-write
some personals you bastards!), I write on his door “you need to develop better relationships with the people on your ﬂoor” and walk down to m.o.m. We watch the Student
Run Television show about making an omelet in the microwave! The chick hosting it
was so fucking hot; the guy co-host was a Grade A Bonerﬁde Carl. When we pass by
this Resident Advisor’s door again, his door is open, and my message is erased.
Two stars for the improvement of everyone’s lives on Tenaya 4th ﬂoor.

Andrew’s 21st Birthday in Mission Beach, January 14th
I roll down to Mission Beach and into the party; I know it’s going to be a good night.
I have a handler of Jim Beam, there’s a cold keg, about 15 good looking girls and only
ﬁve guys. I almost look towards the sky to thank god, but realize he has no hand in the
debauchery ensuing at Andrews’s birthday. I ﬁgure my chances of scoring are pretty
good considering most of the chicks are already making out and or gyrating against
one another to pulsating music. The fact some really good-looking girl tells me I’m hot
doesn’t hurt. The fact she pukes 5 minutes after we take a shot does, worse yet ruins my
dreams of intoxicated love. As my trusty handler of Jim Beam and trademark Diet Coke
disappear, so do my chances with the ladies, because there are very few that are around,
apparently drinking, kissing and gyrating against one another has given way to violent
projectile vomiting and passing out. Birthday boy Andrew, that lucky son of a bitch,
after making out with two different chicks and taking 21 conﬁrmed shots is now M.I.A.
Oh well, Chris and I, along with the remnants of our crew, grub some tasty Mexican
food at Valentines and with one last goodnight shot of my trusty Jim Beam, realize old
OC-Steve is going to have to sleep…in my truck.

Party on the A.S. Safe Rides Bus, January 15th
Plus one star for Dirty Mike getting a ride in spite of having graduated. In the back was
some freshman guy by himself. Minus one star for the ratio (no fat chicks). Plus one
star for the driver not doing anything about Dirty’s belligerent anti-corporate rambling,
especially after we proved that the world did, in fact, go around before corporations and
$60 per hour taxis. Minus one star for the freshman deadbeat saying he liked to stay
in his room instead of experiencing SD and that he was only coming back from Costa
Verde. Plus one star for him leaving. The driver then discussed San Diego golf courses
and taught us that no plants around La Jolla were native.

Thus Spake Marissa on the Sabbath; January 23rd
Wrestling with rugby girls at the 6 Degrees lesbian bar. It started off slowly, but with
10 gallons of lube, things got crazy. After the rugby girls ﬁnished wrestling, I got my
turn to join in. I wrestled a blond rugby girl. I had a height advantage, but she was in
top shape. Somehow I managed to win even with my injured foot. Plus 2 stars. I then
got hit on by more women than I ever have before. Some of them were rather large, but
a lot were pretty hot. Plus 1 star. The night ended early, but I was sticky and cold, and
was deﬁnitely ready for a shower.

To the right is an actual
midterm we found lying on
the ground. It has no name
on it, but rest assured THE
KOALA is performing DNA
tests on the paper right
now to return it to its proper
owner. Stay tuned to future
issues as we will update
you on our progress.

We found this statement while searching on the Interweb; its
very insightful and from a scientists or something:

Tsunami:

From the Japanese word meaning “harbor wave,” the tsunami
uses a bait and switch principle as one of nature’s oldest and
most effective traps. It was created by God on the third day as
an attempt to kill Homo-erectus and thereby disprove the theory
of evolution.
When a tsunami approaches a beach, sea water is at first sucked
out. This leaves a great number of stranded fish, enticing bait
for a hungry hominid. When the tsunami sees the hominid approach, it rapidly replaces the fresh seafood with 30 m (100 ft)
high waves, rendering scavenging impossible. Fish, water; bait,
switch.
Tsunamis are naturally vegetarian, subsisting on a diet of motor oil and recycled newspapers. They range in color from blue
to blue-green and are gentle, friendly creatures when not provoked. Modern day television salesmen are direct descendants
of tsunamis, attacking their prey in a similar manner.
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“Near-Somes Are Cool Too!”
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WORLD FAMOUS KOALA PERSONALS

We did not write these personals. They were found ﬂoating on a mattress at sea, malnourished and dehydrated clinging for their
lives. After three weeks in a Bangladesh hospital, they were nursed back to health for your enjoyment. If they suck, feel free to
smother them to death with a pillow.
To my roomie who got it on with this fine ass bitch
last night, I wasn’ sleeping... oh, and that lunch I
fucking treated you out to was with money I got
from sellin’ the videotape to a bunch of 6th graders...
P.S. They laughed at the small size of your penis...
- Roomie who sells your girlfriend’s panties, PakiG

Fuck you all! I was reading your personals and
damn bitches get a fucken life im a high school
student i thought that ur asses need to get a fucken
life shit dis aint your fucken teritory so dont claim
it you white fucks all ma straight out hommies and
black peeps power to yah fo goin into this white
bitches communtiy
-HATER

To the asshole religous fanatics who pray at Price
Center every morning: I’m sure your God will love
you more if you SHUT THE FUCK UP. 30 people
praying out loud at the same time really fucks with
people who are right there trying to relax. I have a
message from God: Eat shit and die, douchebags.

god will punish you all for being so hateful and
hurtful. your publication should be more like the
world around us, where everyone loves each other
and no one has to deal with insults. i complain because i am better than everyone, and my shit don’t
stink... see? smell my finger(s).

Why the fuck can’t we just start a mother fuckin
pro-Hitler rally?!! I would totally get dressed up
like an SS officer, fucking toke some sticky green
and put my hands up the skirts of those OC chicks
who wear slutty minis with UGG boots... Fuckin’
Whores.
- The dude with the “Make crack, not babies” Tshirt in your Poli-Sci class

Yo Osama,
Please bomb orange county.
Thanks.

banana has a small banana
hey cynthia from panda express, how about i show
you my super long pepsi?
To all the Asian Gangstas that hang out in PC:
Keep yo thug dizzle on yo. Do you guys even go to
school ? I seen you my first year, and that was five
years ago. holla front deuch bags!!!
-A nobody
I am so fucking tired of all those fags in my classes
who think they’re smarter than me. Well FUCK ALL
YOU BITCHES! You’ll never get laid in your life
because you’re all a bunch of pussy ass nerds who
wouldn’t know how to fuck a woman if she came
with instructions. So why don’t you all go masturbate to your perfect note taking skills and then
shoot yourselves.
-Anonymous HateGirl
To that chick I had the near-some with who has the
nipple pierced. I love you. Seriously.

Attention Kids!
You’ve probably seen
our patented KOALA
PERSONALS BAGS all
over campus; and now
you can host your own!
Featuring artwork like
seen below:

Drop an e-mail to
editor@thekoala.org
and request your own!
Or drop your own personals off in our bags or
at www.thekoala.org

to that asshole who talked about my projectile
vomit over the north america stair well, watch your
back.
This is to the fat fuck that sat next to me at Geisel
that tuesday. You smelled so bad that i had to plug
my nose, that’s why i kept starring at you, not because i thought u were interesting, when u got up
and left, giving me that threatful look, i was about
to follow you home, buy you a bar of soap and personally wash ur dirty ass, so no other human being
had to look and smell your pimply bitch a self.
there’s a lot more white suburbanites walking
around in black jackets with punk patches all over
them these days. you’re rich. you go to class. you
probably have a high GPA. ok, ok, so maybe it’s
sociology classes, but STILL. PUNK RAWK.
SEAN, I WANT TO GIVE YOU CRAZY GANGES
MONKEY LOVE
-YOUR INDIAN LOVER
to that girl in my math class with the motorcycle:
you’re fucking hot!
The hottest girls in CS department are the Chinese
guys!!

To the indian guy who drives a Jaguar to school: It
seems the States has worked out for you too well.I
know the tree number and the branch number you
used to live on in india mother fucker
-ThePersianGuy
The 50 year old lady in my psych class:you constantly raised your hand like it was 6th grade and
complained everyone was talking around you and
making it hard to hear. We all hated you yes everyone in center 101 hated you. I was wondering if I
could skull fuck your ears and break your other
foot you old bitch.SMOOCH SMOOCH
Nuke BOTH Koreas- keep UCSD free from rice
rockets and spiked hair.
send me please, the list (SOUNDTRACK)of the
songs of LORDZ WHEELS VIDEO (THEY DONT
GIVE A *UCK ABOUT US)
-skater
To the tsunami survivors,
What the hell? Everybody in the world sending
you free money and food, just because the sick
and meek in your town got washed away? Even
the UCSD administration makes me pay food and
they are the pinnacle of generosity and humanity. At least you had a hut, I’ve never even owned
a home. When I am ready to buy do you know of
any hut spots to build?
-From every UCSD student
Rehab is for quitters....
-B
to my dean... can I fufill my second language
requirement by working at Wendy’s three days a
week?
-possible international relations major
To the bitch who tries to suck my balls everyday in
physics. FUCK U YOU BITCH!
(Ed Note-We believe this physics bitch to be Lindsay Woodcock, Old Navy employee)
J.H.- I’VE NEVER HAD MY SALAD TOSSED LIKE
THAT. YOU MUST LIFT WEIGHTS.
-RANDY

